Mild Decline in Egypt Smartphone Market in Q1 2020 Amid COVID-19 Crisis

Cairo – Egypt's smartphone market experienced one of
the smallest declines in the whole Middle East and North
Africa region in Q1 2020, according to the latest research
conducted by International Data Corporation (IDC). The
global technology and consulting services firm's Worldwide
Mobile Phone Tracker shows that smartphone shipments
to the country declined 6.3% quarter on quarter (QoQ) in
Q1 2020 to total 2.82 million units, making up 75.0% of
overall mobile phone shipments for the quarter. The global
COVID-19 pandemic has impacted Egypt's smartphone
market in two phases — first through disruptions to supplies
from China, and then through weakened consumer demand
from the middle of March.
Looking at the vendor landscape, Oppo led the country's
smartphone market in terms of shipments in Q1 2020,
followed closely by Samsung. Xiaomi and realme are focused
on increasing the market shares they gained over the course
of 2019. "The established Chinese vendors like Transsion
(i.e., Infinix, Tecno, and Itel) and Huawei are challenged by
supply-chain disruptions and an influx of more affordable
models from the competition," says Taher Abdel Hameed,
a senior research analyst at IDC. "However, the fallout from
COVID-19 will cause hardships even for the fast-growing
brands throughout the remainder of 2020 and will force them
to adjust their pricing and model portfolio strategies."
Figure 1
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Looking ahead, a steeper decline
is forecast for Q2 2020, with most
mobile phone stores operating
at 50% capacity due to lockdown
measures and curfews. "Despite
a general slowdown in consumer
demand and a slow second
quarter, Egypt is the region's best
candidate to turn to a fast recovery
track," says Ramazan Yavuz, a
senior research manager at IDC.
"Overall, the Egyptian market
is expected to have a positive
economic outlook for 2020 and will
heal fast from COVID-19 crisis."
For more information about the
event, please contact Sheila
Manek at smanek@idc.com or on
+971 4 446 3154.
About IDC
International Data Corporation
(IDC) is the premier global
provider of market intelligence,
advisory services, and events
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for the information technology,
telecommunications, and
consumer technology markets.
With more than 1,100 analysts
worldwide, IDC offers global,
regional, and local expertise
on technology and industry
opportunities and trends in over
110 countries. IDC's analysis and
insight helps IT professionals,
business executives, and the
investment community to make
fact-based technology decisions
and to achieve their key business
objectives. Founded in 1964,
IDC is a subsidiary of IDG, the
world's leading technology media,
research, and events company.
To learn more about IDC, please
visit www.idc.com. Follow IDC on
Twitter at @IDC.
IDC in the Middle East, Turkey,
and Africa
For the Middle East, Turkey,
and Africa region, IDC retains a
coordinated network of offices
in Riyadh, Nairobi, Lagos,
Johannesburg, Cairo, and Istanbul,
with a regional center in Dubai.
Our coverage couples local insight
with an international perspective
to provide a comprehensive
understanding of markets in
these dynamic regions. Our
market intelligence services are
unparalleled in depth, consistency,
scope, and accuracy. IDC
Middle East, Africa, and Turkey
currently fields over 130 analysts,
consultants, and conference
associates across the region. To
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learn more about IDC MEA, please
visit www.idc.com/mea. You can
follow IDC MEA on Twitter at
@IDCMEA.
IDC is a subsidiary of IDG, the world’s leading technology
media, research, and events company. Additional information
can be found at www.idc.com. All product and company
names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective holders.
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